Architecture- Dossin

Landscape Design Final Drawings
Returned to you are your “Landscape Design Final Layout- Draft” printed on 11x17. Review
the red-marks given to you. Be sure you have also correctly shown the following commonly
missed items. Use a highlighter as you fix items to ensure you don’t miss things.


Title Block: All items are correctly filled out. Client name, address coordinates with
project, phone, number, issued for description, date, sheet title, page number, etc.



Site Location Map: Streets and address must reflect the current job.



Set Back Notes: Included on drawing and your house meets these requirements/



Planting Schedule: Notes should align, either left justified or centered, no empty rows.



Label areas such as “20’-0” CONCRETE DRIVEWAY” or “ 3’-0” BRICK PAVER WALK” or
“SAND BEACH”. Unless you have the hatch pattern called out in your planting schedule.



Make sure items are labeled so your client knows what they are looking at. (Is that round
thing a firepit, a sandbox, or fountain?) Try to label items without using leader lines.



Call out the variety of grass you are using for the lawn. Look up what is grows well in
Michigan’s climate. This should be shown on the planting schedule under Ground
Coverings.



Add a person in your noteworthy elevation. This will help add scale and give someone
looking at your drawing an understanding of how big or small an element is.



Drawing Scale: Be sure all items weather it is 1”=20’-0” or ¼” = 1’-0” is inserted
correctly in paper space.



LTSCALE! Always double check your LTSCALE when in paper space to ensure that
your hidden or dashed lines are showing up correctly. If they are not, adjust the number
so they do.

Plot your “Landscape Design Final Layout- Final” on a D-size sheet. Turn in along with the
draft red-marks. Please DO NOT fold your D-size sheet as we will hopefully be entering it into
the MITES competition.

